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	Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Unleashed, 9780672330810 (0672330814), Sams Publishing, 2010

	This end-to-end deep dive into Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Professional will help working developers squeeze maximum productivity out of Visual Studio 2010’s extraordinarily rich toolbox, whether they are writing code for the Web, Windows, Silverlight, or Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing environment.


	 


	The authors combine authoritative and detailed information about Microsoft’s latest IDE, with extensive insights and best practices drawn from decades of development experience. Developers will learn how to use Visual Studio 2010 Professional to take full advantage of the entire .NET platform, including Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF) for rich client development, Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) for building dynamic service-oriented solutions, and Windows Workflow Foundation (WF) for structured programming around business processes. The authors also present extensive new coverage of Microsoft’s powerful new tools for unit testing, application instrumentation, and code analysis.


	 


	By focusing entirely on Visual Studio 2010 Professional, the authors have gone deeper into Microsoft’s core product than ever before. Throughout, their focus is relentlessly practical: how to apply Microsoft’s tools to build better software, faster.


	 


	Detailed information on how to...


	n Work with solutions, projects, browsers, explorers, editors, and designers


	n Write better macros, add-ins, and wizards


	n Save more time with Visual Studio 2010’s updated productivity tools


	n Instrument, analyze, and test your software


	n Refactor code for greater robustness, maintainability, and performance


	n Share code with team members and the larger community


	n Write powerful ASP.NET, ASP.NET MVC, and Silverlight web applications


	n Implement robust service oriented architecture (SOA)–based applications


	n Efficiently consume services with WCF


	n Write advanced Windows applications with Windows Forms and WPF


	n Construct data-centric applications with LINQ and Entity Framework


	n Create and host workflow-based applications with WF


	n Write applications for the Azure cloud


	n Extend Visual Studio with the new Managed Extensibility Framework (MEF) and the Automation Object Model


	n Build better object-oriented VB or C# software, and use new dynamic language features


	 


	ON THE WEB:


	Download all examples and source code presented in this book from informit.com/title/9780672330810
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Smashing WebKit (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	The ultimate guide to WebKit from the world's most popular resource for web designers and developers


	As the default browser for both iPhone and Android, WebKit has become a major player in the mobile arena, offering a wider array of HTML5 and CSS3 support than any other major engine. Written by expert author Jon Raasch,...


		

Beyond Software Architecture: Creating and Sustaining Winning SolutionsAddison Wesley, 2003
Over the years, I've seen many projects that have failed, or  struggled, to cross the bridge between new product invention and creating a  winning solution. This book provides a practical set of guidelines-it's a  useful, and usable, book."-Dan'l Lewin,Corporate Vice President of Microsoft  .NET Business Development

...

		

3D Graphics with XNA Game Studio 4.0Packt Publishing, 2010

	XNA is a very powerful API using which it's easy to make great games, especially when you have dazzling 3D effects. This book will show you how to implement the same 3D graphics used in professional games to make your games shine, and get those gamers addicted! This book will show you, step-by-step, how to implement the effects used in...





	

Essential Anesthesia: From Science to Practice (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2011

	Essential Anesthesia is a concise, accessible introduction to anesthetic practice. Now in its second edition, it provides a thorough overview of the science and practice of anesthesia. Part I describes the evaluation of the patient, the different approaches to anesthesia, and the post-operative care of the patient in pain. Part II introduces...


		

Show Me Microsoft Windows XP (2nd Edition)Que, 2004
If you're looking for a fast, easy way to learn all about your Windows XP computer, this is it. Show Me Microsoft Windows XP, Second Edition covers all the most important features of Windows XP using clear, step-by-step instructions supported by hundreds of illustrations and screenshots. A troubleshooting guide will also help you solve...

		

Computational Optimization, Methods and Algorithms (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	
		Computational optimization is an important paradigm with a wide range of applications. In virtually all branches of engineering and industry, we almost always try to optimize something - whether to minimize the cost and energy consumption, or to maximize profits, outputs, performance and efficiency. In many cases, this search for...
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